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ABSTRACT
Most modern steganographic schemes embed secrets by minimizing the total expected cost of modifications. However, costs are usually computed using heuristics and cannot be directly linked to statistical detectability. Moreover, as previously shown by Ker at al., cost-based schemes fundamentally minimize the wrong quantity that makes them more vulnerable to knowledgeable adversary aware of the embedding change rates. In this paper, we research the possibility to convert cost-based schemes to model-based ones by postulating that there exists payload size for which the change rates derived from costs coincide with change rates derived from some (not necessarily known) model. This allows us to find the steganographic Fisher information for each pixel (DCT coefficient), and embed other payload sizes by minimizing deflection. This rather simple measure indeed brings sometimes quite significant improvements in security especially with respect to steganalysis aware of the selection channel. Steganographic algorithms in both spatial and JPEG domains are studied with feature-based classifiers as well as CNNs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Steganography is another term for covert communication. Instead of communicating the actual message directly, or its encrypted form, it is hidden (embedded) in another cover object. Digital images are especially convenient covers for steganography because their individual elements (pixels or DCT coefficients in a JPEG file) can be slightly modified without changing the semantic meaning of the image. The main requirement here is that the stego objects carrying secrets should be statistically indistinguishable from cover objects [3]. Once the existence of a steganographic channel can be reliably established, the steganographic system is considered broken even if the adversary cannot read the secrets.

All modern steganographic schemes for images are content adaptive in the sense that they prefer modifying cover elements in complex or noisy parts of the image where it is more difficult for the adversary to detect the statistical impact of embedding changes [12, 13, 15, 16, 23–25]. Most stego schemes are “cost based” because each cover element \(i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}\) is assigned a cost \(\beta_i \geq 0\) of changing its value. The required secret payload is then embedded so that each cover element is modified with probability \(\beta_i\) that minimizes the expected sum of costs of all changed pixels \(d = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta_i p_i\), the embedding distortion. This problem is recognized as source coding with fidelity constraint [27] for which near optimal coding has been devised [9]. In particular, when the embedding is allowed to change each cover element by \(\pm 1\) with equal costs, the embedding change rates that minimize the expected distortion are

\[
\beta_i = \frac{\exp(-\lambda \rho_i)}{1 + 2 \exp(-\lambda \rho_i)},
\]

where the Lagrange multiplier \(\lambda\) is determined from the payload constraint (for the payload-limited sender)

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N} H_2(\beta_i) = m,
\]

where \(m\) is the total number of bits to be embedded and \(H_2(x) = -2\beta_i \log \beta_i - (1 - 2\beta_i) \log(1 - 2\beta_i)\) is the ternary entropy (payload) embedded at cover element \(i\).

There are several issues with cost-based steganography. First of all, the costs themselves are usually computed using heuristic reasoning and cannot be easily related to statistical detectability of embedding changes. Second, this framework does not take into account a knowledgeable adversary aware of the embedding change rates \(\beta_i\) also known as the selection channel. In practice, this leads to embedding that is “overly adaptive,” allowing the adversary to improve her detection accuracy using selection-channel-aware (SCA) features, such as [4, 5, 7, 30] or SCA convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [2, 31].

As shown in [19], considering steganography as a zero-sum game between the steganographer and the steganalyst, at equilibrium the sender should select \(\beta_i\) that minimize the statistical detectability, which is asymptotically directly linked to the so-called deflection coefficient

\[
\delta^2 \approx \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta_i^2 I_i,
\]

In the sense of the corresponding rate–distortion bound.
where $I_i$ is the steganographic Fisher information \([8, 17]\) at cover element $i$. In particular, the optimal change rates satisfy for each $i$

$$\beta_i I_i = H_i'(\beta_i),$$

(4)

where $H_i'(x)$ is the derivative of $H_i(x)$, subject to the same payload constraint. In practice, this is usually done by solving (4) and (2) numerically with a binary search over $\beta$ \([11, 24, 25]\).

MiPOD \([24]\) is an example of a steganographic scheme that minimizes the power of the most powerful detector an adversary can build when modeling the noise residuals in a digital image as independent realizations of zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variances $\sigma_i^2$ estimated for each cover element $i$. In this case, the steganographic Fisher information is $I_i \approx 1/\sigma_i^2$ in the fine quantization limit ($\sigma_i^2 > 1$).

Feature-Correction Method (FCM) \([20]\), and approaches based on embedding while minimizing distance in some feature space, such as ASO \([22]\), and Adv-Emb \([29]\), are not truly model-based, because there is no underlying statistical model there, but are again distortion based with the measure of distortion computed as some distance in a selected feature space.

In this paper, we research the possibility to interpret cost-based embedding schemes as model-based schemes similar to MiPOD. We start with the assumption that, for some relative payload $\alpha = m/N$, the embedding change rates $\beta_i$ computed from the costs as in (1) are the optimal change rates for some (unknown) cover model, derive the corresponding Fisher information, and then for all other payloads, we embed by minimizing the deflection (3). We expect the improvement in security to be especially noticeable for the case of a knowledgeable adversary who knows the embedding change rates $\beta_i$, i.e., when steganalyzing with SCA rich models or SCA versions of CNN detectors.

In the next section, we explain the main idea behind converting a cost-based scheme to a model based one. Section 3 contains the results of experiments with HILL and WOW. The improvement in security is shown on two datasets with detectors built as rich models as well as deep CNNs. JPEG-domain schemes J-UNIWARD and UED-JC are analyzed experimentally in Section 4 for two quality factors 75 and 95. The reported gains are especially large for UED and for the smaller quality factor. Interpreting HILL’s costs as reciprocals of local standard deviation estimates, in Section 5 we study a version of MiPOD with this different variance estimator. The paper is summarized in Section 6.

2 COSTS TO MODEL

A brief inspection of the current literature on steganalysis in spatial domain \([e.g., 2]\) reveals that cost-based steganographic systems that do not use side-information at the sender, such as HILL \([23]\), exhibit approximately the same level of empirical security as the model-based MiPOD \([24]\). Fundamentally, however, they are very different with HILL minimizing an objective function that is linear in change rates while MiPOD minimizes deflection, which is quadratic in change rates. Since practical embedding with the model-based MiPOD requires converting the optimal change rates determined by (4) to costs by inverting (1) and applying syndrome-trellis codes, one can interpret MiPOD as an embedding scheme with payload-dependent costs (also see Section 5, Fig. 2 in \([11]\)). In this section, we explore this idea in reverse.

The formula for costs is usually derived heuristically through feedback provided by empirical steganalysis. For example, when designing HILL \([23]\), the authors experimented with various sizes of the two low-pass filters. The authors of UNIWARD \([14, 16]\) explored different wavelet bases and their supports as well as a range of values for the stabilizing constant \([6]\). And this is usually done for a fixed relative payload selected so that the detectability is not too small or too large to better see the impact of various design choices. In the spatial domain, the payload size of 0.4 bpp (bits per pixel) is a popular choice, also because it has been used in the steganalysis competition BOSS \([1]\). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that this empirical process leads to an embedding scheme that is near optimal for the chosen payload and the dataset given the current status of steganalysis. It has already been shown in \([26]\) that steganography tends to be over-optimized for a given source of images. This is confirmed by the above observation that both HILL and MiPOD achieve a similar level of empirical detectability and the fact that no substantial improvement in additive steganography has been reported in the past six years of rather intense research.

Thus, we make an assumption that, given some embedding scheme with costs $\rho_i$, there exists a relative payload $\alpha_D$ (bpp), which we call the design payload, for which the embedding change rates $\beta_i(\alpha_D)$ derived from the costs are near optimal for the current status of steganalysis. Then, we derive the corresponding Fisher information for each pixel, $I_i(\alpha_D)$, so that the deflection $\delta^2 = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \rho_i^2 I_i(\alpha_D)$ achieves its minimum value when $\beta_i = \beta_i(\alpha_D)$ under the same payload constraint. Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, it can be easily shown that this happens exactly when

$$I_i(\alpha_D) = \rho_i \left(\frac{\beta_i}{\rho_i(\alpha_D)}\right).$$

(5)

Having determined the Fisher information for each pixel, we can now embed other payload sizes $\alpha \neq \alpha_D$ by minimizing the deflection

$$\delta^2(\alpha) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \rho_i^2 I_i(\alpha_D)$$

(6)

subject to $\sum_{i=1}^{N} H_i(\beta_i) = \alpha N$. A graphical representation of above protocol is shown in Figure 1.

Note that this approach does not inform us about the model that is responsible for the steganographic Fisher information. We merely determine $I_i$, which could correspond to many different models.

3 SPATIAL DOMAIN

In this section, we focus on spatial-domain steganographic algorithms HILL \([23]\) and WOW \([15]\). Since both have been designed on the standard dataset BOSSBase 1.01 \([1]\) containing 10,000 512×512 grayscale images, we search for the best design payload $\alpha_D$ on the same dataset unless mentioned otherwise. The FLD ensemble \([21]\) with the spatial rich model (SRM) \([10]\) and maxSRM \([7]\) was trained on 5,000 randomly selected images and tested on the remaining 5,000.
Table 1: Detection error $P_E$ of model-based HILL for different design payloads $\alpha_D$ and embedded payloads $\alpha$. Left: SRM, Right: maxSRMd2, ensemble classifier, BOSSbase. Regular HILL corresponds to the diagonal ($\alpha_D = \alpha$).

### 3.1 Model-based HILL

Table 1 shows the results for HILL in terms of $P_E$, the total classification error under equal priors for the cover and stego classes. The boldface font highlights the most secure algorithm version, which is to be compared with the diagonal ($\alpha = \alpha_D$) corresponding to regular HILL. Note that the results are vastly different depending on the steganalysis features. For SRM, which is an ignorant adversary (one who does not use the knowledge of the selection channel), there is no clear design payload that would always give the best results. Also, the impact on security is quite small. In contrast, detection with a knowledgeable adversary (maxSRMd2) indicates that the best overall design payload is $\alpha_D = 0.5$ bpp (for the two smallest tested payloads the differences between $\alpha_D = 0.3, 0.4$, and 0.5 are small). The largest boost in empirical security is 1.7% for payload $\alpha = 0.2$.

We repeated the same experiment with the CNN SRNet and its SCA version [2]. Because large CNNs, such as the SRNet, cannot be trained on $512 \times 512$ images on GPUs with 12 GB memory with a reasonable batch size, we used the union of BOSSbase and BOWS2 whose images were downsampled to $256 \times 256$ pixels using Matlab’s imresize with default parameters. As in [2, 31], this 20,000 image dataset was split into 14,000 (10,000 BOWS2 and 4,000 randomly chosen from BOSSbase) for training, 1,000 BOSSbase images for validation, and 5,000 for testing.

Technically, the design payload should be searched for anew for this dataset and detector. Due to the much more computationally demanding training of the SRNet, however, we only compare model-based HILL for $\alpha_D = 0.5$ and regular HILL (Table 2). Comparing the best detector (SRNet vs. SCA-SRNet) for each embedding algorithm in Figure 2, we observe an empirical gain in security ranging from almost 3% for the smallest payloads to almost no gain for $\alpha = 0.4$.

### 3.2 Model-based WOW

Searching for the best design payload on BOSSbase with maxSRMd2 and the ensemble classifier, it also appears to be close to $\alpha_D = 0.5$ bpp. Since WOW is known to be overly content-adaptive in the sense that its security decreases significantly with selection-channel-aware attacks, the impact of making it model-based is
larger than for HILL. The detection error $P_E$ shown in Figure 3 is about 4% larger for the two smallest payloads for model-based WOW than for the original cost-based algorithm.

On the dataset of downsampled images, based on our investigation with maxSRMd2, the best design payload is larger, $\alpha_D = 0.7$ bpp. In Figure 4, we contrast the detection error of SRNet on model-based WOW and WOW ranges from 3.4% for the smallest payload of 0.05 bpp to 0.7% for 0.2 bpp. The empirical security of both algorithms appears similar for the two largest payloads. The actual values of the detection error appear in Table 4 at the end of this paper.

4 JPEG DOMAIN

In the JPEG domain, we investigated the embedding algorithms J-UNIWARD and UED-JC [13]. For the database of larger 512 x 512 images, we steganalyzed with selection-channel-aware Gabor Phase Aware Residuals, SCA-GFR [4, 28], while, as above, the SRNet and SCA-SRNet were used on the database of downsampled images. The split of the datasets was the same as for the experiments in the spatial domain.

4.1 J-UNIWARD

For J-UNIWARD, the results are graphically displayed in Figure 5 showing the detection error of J-UNIWARD and its model-based version with $\alpha_D = 0.6$ bpnzac. The gain in security is generally much larger than what was observed in the spatial domain. Also, it is larger for quality factor 75 than for 95. As before, the gain increases with decreasing payload. In particular, for quality 75 the gain was up to 3.5% with SCA-GFR and 7.3% with SCA-SRNet. While we observed almost no gain for quality 95 with SCA-GFR, the better detector (SCA-SRNet) showed more than 8% of improvement for the smallest payload.

4.2 UED

The embedding algorithm UED-JC benefits from our approach by far the most out of all tested stego methods in any domain. Figure 6 shows the detection error achieved on BOSSbase with SCA-GFR and on the downsampled images with (SCA)-SRNet for two quality factors. The gain is again larger on downsampled images when detecting with (SCA)-SRNet and is over 12% for the smallest payload. On BOSSbase with SCA-GFR, the gain on the smallest payload is about 10%. In both datasets, the gain diminishes to zero as $\alpha$ approaches $\alpha_D$.

The actual values of the detection error from the graphs for J-UNIWARD and UED-JC appear in Table 4 at the end of this paper.

5 INTERPRETING HILL’S COSTS

The main contribution of this paper is the realization that there is a cover model behind cost-based schemes and a method for estimating the model, its Fisher information. In this section, we take a closer look at the embedding algorithm HILL, and interpret its costs as reciprocal estimates of the local standard deviation. Equipped with this insight, we implement a model-based version of HILL with a Gaussian model of pixel residual, which is essentially a version of MiPOD with a different variance estimator.

HILL (High-pass, Low-pass, Low-pass) computes costs heuristically using a series of filtering operations. First, the 3 x 3 high-pass KB filter [18] $F_{KB}$ is applied to the cover image $X$, producing the KB residual $R = X \ast F_{KB}$. Next, the absolute value of the KB residual is smoothed with a 3 x 3 averaging filter $A_{3\times3} : |R| \ast A_{3\times3}$. Finally, the reciprocal of this signal is smoothed by applying a 15 x 15 averaging filter $A_{15\times15}$:

$$\rho = A_{15\times15} \ast \frac{1}{|R| \ast A_{3\times3}}.$$

Ignoring the second low-pass filtering in Equation 7 for simplicity, the costs can be seen as reciprocal expectation of the absolute
value of the KB residual $\rho_i \approx 1/E[|R_i|]$ or a reciprocal of the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD), assuming the KB residual is zero mean. Similar to the standard deviation (std), MAD is a description of a statistical spread of a random variable $X$. For a wide range of distributions typically used in image modeling (e.g., for the generalized Gaussian distribution and the generalized Gamma distribution), the expectation of absolute value is proportional to the standard deviation when fixing the remaining parameters, $E[|X|] \propto \sigma$. Thus, the reciprocal cost

$$\frac{1}{\rho_i} \approx E[|R_i|] \propto \sigma_i, \quad \text{(8)}$$

This tells us that that HILL’s costs can loosely be viewed as reciprocals of estimates of local standard deviation. Assuming the KB residual is locally Gaussian $R_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_i^2)$, the costs inform us about the standard deviations $\sigma_i$:

$$\frac{1}{\rho_i} \approx E[|R_i|] = \sigma_i \sqrt{\frac{2}{\pi}}. \quad \text{(9)}$$

Note that, with a locally Gaussian residual model, we arrived at a different version of MiPOD with the following “HILL-inspired” plug-in variance estimator

$$\sigma_i^2 = \frac{\pi}{2\rho_i^2}. \quad \text{(10)}$$

Before subjecting this embedding scheme to practical tests, we first validate the model in the following fashion. Given image $X$ with KB residual $R$, we first estimate its local variance from HILL’s costs (10) and then using MiPOD’s variance estimator, respectively.\(^3\) Then,

---

\(^3\)For MiPOD, this was achieved by passing the KB residual instead of the noise residual computed using the $2 \times 2$ Wiener filter to the parametric denoising algorithm (see Sec. V in [24]).
Figure 6: Detection error $P_E$ for UED-JC and model-based UED-JC ($\alpha_D = 0.6$ bpnzac) when steganalyzing with SCA-GFR on BOSSbase (top) and with SCA-SRNet (or SRNet, whichever is better) on downsampled BOSSbase + BOWS2 (bottom) for quality 75 and 95.

Based on this observation, we implemented MiPOD with HILL’s variance estimator (10). In order to focus on the effect of the variance estimator, we skip the Fisher Information smoothing step in MiPOD. Table 3 shows that the HILL-inspired estimator (10) provides better security than the original variance estimator in MiPOD, in agreement with the model validation shown in Figure 7.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Most steganographic schemes today are content adaptive, designed around the paradigm of minimizing the total embedding cost. Costs are, however, typically designed using intuitive heuristic rules, making it difficult, if possible at all, to link the impact of embedding to statistical detectability. Moreover, at least asymptotically for small payloads, the statistical detectability is quadratic in embedding change rates while the embedding distortion is linear. On the
other hand, given the success of cost-based steganography to avoid steganalysis, the costs must have some relationship to detectability. Costs are typically designed from feedback provided by steganalysis on a selected dataset and usually for a fixed payload. In this paper, we postulate that there exists a relative payload for which the embedding change rates correspond to minimal statistical detectability for some unknown model of pixels (DCTs). For this so-called design payload, we convert the costs to the steganographic Fisher information. Although the underlying model is not known, with the Fisher information, we can embed other payloads with a model-based scheme by minimizing the deflection. As shown in this paper, this rather simple idea indeed leads to improved security, especially with respect to selection-channel-aware steganalysis. The gain typically increases with decreased payload. In JPEG domain, we observed larger gains for smaller quality factors than for large qualities. The gains for JPEG-domain algorithms are also generally larger than for spatial domain. The largest observed gains exceed 12% in terms of the total detection error under equal priors \( P_E \) for UED-JC at quality 75.

Inspired by the success of this simple idea, we also explore a model-based scheme, a version of MiPOD, with a different pixel variance estimator obtained by interpreting HILL’s costs as reciprocal estimates of standard deviation from the KB residual. This algorithm indeed performs better than when estimating the variance of the KB residual with MiPOD.
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Table 4: For completeness, this table shows the actual numerical values of the detection error $P_k$ for all experiments in the main body of the paper that are reported only in a graphical form. All results with rich models are on BOSSbase 512×512 images with ensemble classifier as the detector. SRNet results are always on the union BOSSbase + BOWS2 downsampled to 256×256. For the JPEG domain, the smallest studied payload is 0.1 bpnzac.